The ethical principles of bodhisattvas

THREE REFUGES
1. we take refuge in the nature of mind  the soil of awakening
2. we take refuge in cause and effect (the seeds of awakening
3. we take refuge in community  the gardeners of awakening

THREE PURE PRECEPTS
1. we refrain from all unskillful action that increases ill being
2. we engage in all skillful action that increases well being
3. we act always with the benefit of all others in mind

TEN GRAVE PRECEPTS
1. we refrain from killing life  instead we affirm and encourage all life ;
2. we refrain from stealing or taking what is not given  instead we honor, through giving and through receiving, the non-separation of giver, receiver, and gift ;
3. we refrain from abusing sexuality  instead we honor all bodies and relationships ;
4. we refrain from lying and illusory speech  instead we manifest truth and reality ;
5. we refrain from intoxicating mind and body of self or others  instead we help self and others settle into clarity ;
6. we refrain from all presumption to judge others through denouncing their supposed faults or praising their supposed merits  instead we reflect gratefully on our own positive experience of the activity of others and remorsefully on our own negative experience of the activity of self, and we communicate both experiences at the earliest appropriate opportunity ;
7. we refrain from elevating self above others  instead we realize the non-separation of self and others ;
8. we refrain from hoarding anything  instead we give generously and realize that we can possess nothing ;
9. we refrain from being angry or harboring ill will  instead we let the flower of compassion blossom in the soil of love and tend it with the pure water of equanimity in the cool shade of joyfulness ;
10. we refrain from disparaging the three treasures  instead we honor teachers, reality, and community
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FOUR VOWS

1. beings are numberless; we vow to help them all
2. delusions are inexhaustible; we vow to end them all
3. teachings are boundless; we vow to learn them all
4. the way of awakening is unsurpassable; we vow to realize it
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